Challenger Sports

Organization:

U6s

Age Group:

Spring - Week 2
Minutes

Recreation

Category:
Topic:

Week:
60

Passing & Receiving

Objective: To learn how to receive the ball with a soft first touch and execute a pass with the inside of the foot.
Session Part: Warm-up

Organization

Time:
8 Players

Numbers:

Click to insert session diagram

Players in pairs - 1 ball between 2.
Follow the leader warm up - begin without a ball to aid players understanding.
Players are numbered 1 & 2. 1 begins as the leader - 2 follows and shadows the leaders movement.
Introduce ball mastery skills for the leader to carry out. 1 - Side Roles. 2 - Sole Drags. 3 - Inside Toe Taps.
Progressions
Players switch roles - 1 follows - 2 leads.
Both players have a ball each.
Increase/decrease area size.
Introduce an element of competition - follower
attempts to tag the leader.

Session Part: Technical Fundamentals
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Time:

Area:

25x25

Numbers:

8 Players

20

Players in pairs - 1 ball between 2.
5 yard gates set up inside the playing area - pairs find a gate to work between.
Players begin passing the ball back and forth using 2 touches - 1 to control, 1 to pass.
Players begin 4-5 yards apart depending on ability level and understanding of the exercise.
Progressions

Coaching Points

Increase distance of the pass.
Increase/decrease gate size.
1 touch passing if applicable - use of both feet.
Movement to different gates.
Add a defender (coach) to apply some pressure.

Soft first touch - cushion the ball, don't stop it.
Keep the ball moving.
Technique of the pass - placement of feet.
Weight of pass appropriate for the distance.
Lock the ankle for accuracy.

Organization

Time:

15

30x25

Area:

8 Players

Numbers:

Players split into 2 groups - attackers and defenders - 2v1.
Coach has a healthy supply of soccer balls - 2 goals at one end of the field.
Exercise begins with the coach playing the ball into 1 of the 2 attackers - defender applies pressure.
Attackers attempt to work there way up the field and score in the attacking zone.
If the defender steals the ball they aim to play the ball back to coach.

Progressions

Coaching Points

Increase distance from start to finish - goals.
Remove or add a goal.
Add a second defender.
Set number of passes before scoring.
Set time limit for attackers to score within.

Soft first touch to receive the ball.
Communication and teamwork.
Movement/angles to receive the ball.
Technique of the pass and decision making.

Organization

Session Part: Small Sided Game
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Coaching Points
Soft touches - close control.
Sharp changes of speed and direction.
Awareness of open spaces to move into.
Awareness of other pairs and partner.
Execution of ball mastery skills.

Organization

Session Part: Game Scenario
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10

25x20

Area:

Time:

Area:

40x30

Numbers:

8 Players

15

4v4 game - 2 goals.
Introduce a points scoring system before the game begins to promote passing and receiving.
1 point - score a goal.
2 points - 2 successful passes.
3 points - 3 successful passes.

Progressions

Coaching Points

More passes - more points.
Increase/decrease field size.
Create overloads - 5v3.
End with free play.

Teamwork and communication.
Awareness of space to receive the ball.
Movement off the ball and decision making.
Good passing technique to feet and into spaces.
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